Welcome to Term 3 2017! Time does
fly when you are having fun, and your
child is now entering their last 2
terms at ANI. Term 2 proved to be a
very busy term- we kicked it off
with an amazing camp, covered 2
themes and lots of Matai students
participated in the Production. Term 3
promises to be just as action packed!
We look forward to discussing your
child’s learning at the triadic
interviews in Week 1. We welcome a
new teacher to the Matai whanau,
Daniel Healy, who will be teaching in
Room 8.

Theme: Sharing the Planet (24 July-15 September)
Central Idea:
Managing the balance between the human and natural
world can create challenges
Lines of Inquiry
 Indigenous perspectives influence the survival of
native species
 Species adapt to the changing environment
 Human actions impact the world around us
Key concepts- Causation and Responsibility
This is a Science based theme so classes will be working with
our Specialist teacher, Dani Biddle, once a week.
We will be exploring the idea of action- and how we can make
a difference in the world.

If you want to contact any of the
teachers please do not hesitate to
email:
Rm 1- Megan Hughes

Beginning Exhibition- (18 Sept-29 Sept)
In the last 2 weeks of the term we will begin exploring the
Who We Are theme in preparation for Exhibition.

mhughes@ani.school.nz
Rm 2- Andrew Lawrence
alawrence@ani.school.nz
Rm 3- Saasha Jolley
sjolley@ani.school.nz
Rm 6- Rachael Murray
rmurray@ani.school.nz
Rm 7- Clara Kim ckim@ani.school.nz
Rm 8- Daniel Healy
dhealy@ani.school.nz
For all important dates please go to
the ANI school websitewww.ani.school.nz

FUN AT CAMP

Other Learning Areas
Literacy– Literacy is fully integrated into our
themes. This term we will be looking into how static
images can be used to get across different ideas. We
will be analysing them and creating our own.
Mathematics- This term we will learning about
Probability, the chance of events happening, creating
experiments to solve problems (24/7-11/8)
We will also be looking at relationship, patterns and
equations through Algebra (14/8-29/9)
Specialisation
Technology and the Arts: The students will be going
to Technology and The Arts twice a week. These will
also be integrated into our themes.
Languages–Students will be learning Mandarin twice
a week for 45 mins with Mrs Emily-Mei Hemstapat.
Te reo will continue this term once a week with Matua
Jack.

